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Abstract

Making corpora accessible and usable for linguistic research is a huge challenge in view of (too) big data, legal issues and a rapidly evolv-
ing methodology. This does not only affect the design of user-friendly graphical interfaces to corpus analysis tools, but also the availability
of programming interfaces supporting access to the functionality of these tools from various analysis and development environments.
RKorAPClient is a new research tool in the form of an R package that interacts with the Web API of the corpus analysis platform KorAP,
which provides access to large annotated corpora, including the German reference corpus DeReKo with 45 billion tokens. In addition to
optionally authenticated KorAP API access, RKorAPClient provides further processing and visualization features to simplify common
corpus analysis tasks. This paper introduces the basic functionality of RKorAPClient and exemplifies various analysis tasks based
on DeReKo, that are bundled within the R package and can serve as a basic framework for advanced analysis and visualization approaches.
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1. Introduction
With the establishment of corpus linguistic methodology in
all areas of linguistics and the associated increased demands
on methodological validity and sophistication, research in-
stitutions that wish to offer corpora for use by third parties
are faced with the question of how they can 1.) satisfy the
broad spectrum of user demands; 2.) take into account the
fact that the analysis methodology itself is subject of rapid
ongoing research, without 3.) infringing on the legitimate
interests of the rights of authors and other right holders
that are notoriously affected when dealing with linguistic
research data.
The open source corpus analysis platform KorAP1 (Bański
et al., 2012) is part of the CLARIN / CLARIAH infrastruc-
ture and one of the main scientific tools for querying and
analysing the German Reference Corpus DeReKo, which
is with 46.9 billion tokens (Leibniz-Institut für Deutsche
Sprache, 2020) and 45.000 registered users one of the most
important empirical bases for German linguistics (Kupietz
et al., 2010, 2018b). Under the umbrella of the EuReCo ini-
tiative (Kupietz et al., forthcoming), it also provides access
to the Contemporary Corpus of the Romanian Language
CoRoLa2 (Romanian Academy, 2017; BarbuMititelu et al.,
2018; Cristea et al., 2019) and the Hungarian National Cor-
pus HNC (Hungarian Academy of Sciences, 2018; Oravecz
et al., 2014).
KorAP attempts to address the challenge of corpus data ac-
cessibility with a number of complementary approaches. At
the level of the Web user interface, for example, the system-
atic application of an extras on demand strategy (Tidwell,
2006, p. 45f) is intended to simultaneously meet the needs
of frequent, occasional, expert, and novice users (Diewald
et al., 2019). However, since corpus linguistic methodol-
ogy, including appropriate visualization of analysis results,
itself is subject of ongoing research, it is fundamentally im-

1For accessing DeReKo: https://korap.ids-mannheim.de/,
Source code: https://github.com/KorAP/

2http://corola.racai.ro/

possible to cover all potential demands with a single scien-
tific tool and its Web GUI. For this reason Kupietz et al.
(2018a) proposed support for multiple levels of data access
for user-supplied code: the corpus level, the API level, the
multiple (backend) instance level, and the open source level.
On these levels we would like to provide access to the cor-
pus data for externally developed software, so that it can be
used as efficiently as possible in different application sce-
narios, without contravening typical license conditions.
In this paper we introduce the RKorAPClient package, a
new way to easily access KorAP functionality programmat-
ically at the API level and hence, as shown in various exam-
ples, the German Reference Corpus DeReKo. The follow-
ing sections should provide an insight into the conceptual
background of RKorAPClient the motivation of design de-
cisions, its location in the KorAP architecture (for more, see
Diewald et al., 2016) and at the same time serve as an in-
troduction to the core functionalities of RKorAPClient, also
for new users.

2. API Access
KorAP provides all its functionality via Web APIs3. The
major user interface to KorAP, Kalamar (Diewald et al.,
2019), is a web-based client interacting with the API, trans-
lating user interactions into Web API calls and visualizing
the responses as part of the user interface. This means
that each implemented functionality of the user interface re-
quires a previously implemented API, which is often more
advanced than what is accessible to the user through the
frontend.

2.1. Functional Extensions: Server-side vs.
Client-side

While KorAP has already supported a wide range of search
functions (both for occurrence search and for creating vir-
tual corpora), the native support of analysis functions such
as sorting and aggregation of results is still very limited. On

3Documentation: https://github.com/KorAP/Kustvakt/wiki
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query totalResults vc total ipm conf.low conf.high
1 so ”genannte.?” 52480 pubDate in 2005 377248775 139.11 137.93 140.31
2 so ”genannte.?” 46897 pubDate in 2006 382454596 122.62 121.52 123.74
3 so ”genannte.?” 29943 pubDate in 2007 439384267 68.15 67.38 68.93
4 ”sogenannte.?” 22854 pubDate in 2005 377248775 60.58 59.80 61.37
5 ”sogenannte.?” 16243 pubDate in 2006 382454596 42.47 41.82 43.13
6 ”sogenannte.?” 38086 pubDate in 2007 439384267 86.68 85.81 87.56

Table 1: Output of a frequency query with expanded combinations of query and vc parameters converted to instances per
million. For space reasons, the column webUIRequestUrl holding a link to a corresponding query to the Web GUI, was
omitted.

contexts. The metaphor of the Heuschrecke (German for lo-
cust) to name reckless private equity firms was introduced
by German politician Franz Müntefering in a newspaper in-
terview on 19April 2005 (see Ziem, 2008, p. 192f). The dis-
tribution of this term over time and in different contexts can
be ascertained and visually processed (see Figure 2) with
just a few lines of R code using RKorAPClient (see List-
ing 1) and accessing DeReKo – here referring to the lemma
layer of the TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994) annotation foundry
(see line 11 in Listing 1).
Another significant type of frequency analyses over time is
– in the case of DeReKo and KorAP – the empirical obser-
vation of spelling usage performed by the Rat für deutsche
Rechtschreibung (German Council for Orthography). Typ-
ical of this application scenario is the comparison of fre-
quencies of different spelling variants over time (see e.g.,
Fischer and Lang, 2019). As shown in Figure 3, the de-
mos include an example, which plots the ratio of the jointly
and separately written variants of sogenannt (German for
so-called) in DeReKo, for which the recommended vari-
ant has changed twice, in 1996 and 2006 (Rat für deutsche
Rechtschreibung, 2006, p. 41, p. 249).

4.2. Regional Frequency Distributions
A typical application scenario for the R client package
is also the comparison of frequencies across different ge-
ographical regions. The demos contain an easily adapt-
able example that provides a function geoDistrib(query)
and visualizes e.g., the geographical distribution of non-
standard use of the preposition wegen (German for because
of / due to) in conjunction with a dative noun (instead of
a genitive noun), by means of relative frequencies in press
products published in different German-speaking regions
(see Figure 4).

4.3. Further Types of Analysis and Visualization
With Mosaic plots, the demo section of RKorAPClient con-
tains just another popular form of multidimensional data vi-
sualization used in linguistics (see e.g., Wolfer and Hansen-
Morath, 2018), generated by the vcd package (Meyer et al.,

The examples do not require authenticated access to DeReKo and
are for illustrational purposes only.

11The expand_grid (tidyr) call (starting line 6 in Listing 1) gen-
erates all combinations of years and text domain conditions in a
data frame. The advantage of doing this explicitly here is that the
columns year and condition of the generated data frame can be
re-used in the ggplot call in lines 18, 20-21.
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Figure 4: Observed frequencies per million of the query
wegen dem [tt/p=NN], meaning wegen dem followed by a
common noun, according to the TreeTagger part-of-speech
annotation, in different regions of the German-speaking
area.

2006). Figure 5 shows the dependencies of indicative vs.
subjunctive use on newspaper sections. In this representa-
tion the size of boxes in the mosaic are proportional to the
number of observed verbs of the respective moods in the re-
spective newspaper sections. In our example, it can be seen
that the use of subjunctive in DeReKo newspaper articles
is significantly more common in economics sections com-
pared to sports and culture.
The plot is based on the following function call that uses
DeReKo’s MarMoT annotations on morphological features
(Müller et al., 2013) :

1 frequencyQuery(
2 query = c("[marmot/m=mood:subj]",
3 "[marmot/m=mood:ind]"),
4 vc = c("textDomain=Wirtschaft",
5 "textDomain=Kultur",
6 "textDomain=Sport"),
7 as.alternatives = TRUE)

The demo section of RKorAPClient, contains many more
examples, including interactive visualizations as shown in
Figure 612, and is expected to grow. The code of the ex-

12Note that the more detailed query corpusQuery(kco,
'LeserIn | LeserInnen', "textType = /Zeit.*/",
fields="corpusTitle") %>% fetchAll() reveals that al-
most 90% of the total hits for this non-standard, gender-neutral
variant stem from a single newspaper (taz).
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Figure 5: Mosaic plot visualization of indicative vs. sub-
junctive verb use in relation to different newspaper sections.

Figure 6: Screenshot of an interactive visualization of
the frequency development of differently gendered variants
of the lemma Leser (German for reader), using the inte-
grated hc_freq_by_year_ci helper function to generate
Highcharts plots. The data series for querying the grammat-
ically male gender variant (greyed out label) is switched off
here.

amples should provide help for users to create further analy-
ses and visualizations, supplementary to the documentation.
As with any free and open source project, contributions by
users of RKorAPClient are very welcome.

5. Authorization and Authentication
One of the biggest challenges in making corpus data avail-
able is the various copyrights and licensing conditions that
restrict third party access to the data. As mentioned in the
introduction, the RKorAPClient can also be seen as part of
a technical and organisational solution for typical licensing
restrictions that aims to provide linguists with access to cor-
pus data that is as flexible and useful as possible, without
infringing on the interests of rights holders.
In DeReKo most corpus data require a license agreement
signed by the end user and are therefore only accessible
with authentication. Nevertheless, KorAP API allows non-
authenticated users to still gain benefit from limited search
results such as public metadata of licensed corpora, that can
be freely disclosed, which in the case of DeReKo includes,
for example, place of publication, source, text type, topic

domain, or column (for newspaper articles) (Kupietz et al.,
2019). Although the search results are limited to public
metadata, this is quite sufficient to cover a wide range of
research questions, like all kinds of frequency distribution
analyses (see the RKorAPClient demos for examples). In
cases where it is necessary to view the textual data as well,
this can be done in an authenticated manner via the Web
interface.13

5.1. Server-side Implementation
OAuth 2.0 (Hardt, 2012) is a protocol enabling authenti-
cated users to give authorizations to external applications to
access their private data or act on their behalf. User authen-
tication and authorizations given to applications are repre-
sented by OAuth tokens. In KorAP, OAuth tokens are is-
sued via Kalamar. KorAP allows applications having valid
OAuth tokens to perform actions according to the autho-
rization scopes associated with the tokens, such as search-
ing and retrieving annotations. Since OAuth tokens rep-
resent user authentication, restricted corpus data including
text snippets and annotations can be accessed using KorAP
API calls via external applications, for instance for statisti-
cal analysis using the RKorAPClient.

5.2. RKorAPClient Implementation
The R client package supports both, unauthenticated and
authenticated access. In the case of unauthenticated ac-
cess (i.e., when no access token was pre-configured and
the KorAPConnection is initialized without providing an
accessToken parameter) subsequent queries will only re-
turn so-called public metadata fields, that are not affected
by copyright or license restrictions.14 For authenticated ac-
cess, the KorAP connection needs to be initialized with a
valid accessToken parameter:

1 kco <- new("KorAPConnection", accessToken="<token>")

The access token is then applied for all subsequent requests
using the KorAPConnection instance kco.
By means of the method persistAccessToken, the access
token can also bemade persistent beyond the current session.
It is then used automatically for each new connection until it
is deleted using the clearAccessTokenmethod. Access to-
kens are bound to the base request URL of the connection so
that different tokens can be used to access different KorAP
instances. In order to keep the tokens as private as possible,
persistAccessToken stores them via the keyring package,
that preferably uses the operating system’s credential store.

6. Conclusion
API access to search and analysis functions of a corpus plat-
form is an important mechanism to enable methods of anal-
ysis and post-processing that are not yet natively available
(i.e., provided by the corpus platform itself) or are so spe-
cific that they are not expected to be ever made available

13As explained in Section 3.3., RKorAPClient provides a corre-
sponding linking.

14This is partially handled already on the client side by not re-
questing known restricted fields in order to make sure not to pro-
voke query rewrites, which is KorAP’s mechanism for allowing
only authorized access to restricted data (Bański et al., 2014).
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natively. Client libraries are a good way to provide such
additional capabilities that go beyond the natively provided
functionality and allow the user to easily access and process
the data without leaving their familiar development or analy-
sis environment (e.g., programming language). In case of R-
KorAPClient extra features are available for visualizing the
processed data.
The aim of the provision of RKorAPClient as part of the
KorAP project is to offer simple API access methods as
building blocks for more complex tasks, as well as com-
plex methods, which are expected to be provided natively
by KorAP in the near future. In this way, modules using
RKorAPClient can take advantage of future developments
(i.e., native implementations of complex methods) without
the need for any changes in their development or analysis
environments, but with benefits especially in terms of per-
formance.
In order to facilitate the integration into further development
environments, implementations for other programming lan-
guages are planned, which will follow the model of RKor-
APClient to offer comparable feature sets.
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